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HLY 2022 QAT Executive Summary
• USCGC Healy underwent pre-season Quality Assurance Testing to evaluate performance of the multibeam 

mapping system using existing calibration and accuracy test sites off Washington

• The EM122 was successfully calibrated (‘patch tested’) using the Seapath and POS MV systems as the primary 
navigation and attitude sources, following Seapath antenna replacement and baseline calibration; all calibration 
adjustments were zero or near zero, suggesting correct configurations and no major changes from 2021

• Accuracy crosslines were collected over an existing 2400 m reference surface to assess swath behavior; results 
show a small depth bias and broad distributions of soundings (likely related to vessel noise, hardware age, and 
oceanographic effects), but no significant change in behavior since 2021

• Testing of perceived EM122 RX noise levels over a range of speeds showed a reduction of ~10 dB compared to 
the historic trends; the root cause of this reduction is not certain, but it may benefit mapping data quality

• The 2022 QAT plan was built around existing, proven test sites off Washington, allowing a more direct 
comparison of mapping system performance from year to year

• The MAC appreciates the efforts of the ship and technical personnel to make remote support possible, including 
the clear communication around scheduling and high degree of data organization

• It is recommended to consult with Kongsberg technical support to ensure all available updates are applied for 
the EM122, as well as to update Sound Speed Manager to enable World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18) support

• The MAC is available to discuss the results of this QAT and evolving plans for EM122 replacement
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HLY 2022 QAT Planning Overview
• The USCGC Healy (HLY) is equipped with a Kongsberg Maritime EM122 multibeam echosounder (1° TX x 2° RX) 

with Seapath 330+ (primary) and Applanix Oceanmaster POS MV (secondary) positioning / attitude systems

• The Multibeam Advisory Committee (MAC) was asked to assist with Quality Assurance Testing (QAT) of the ship’s 
multibeam echosounders ahead of the 2022 field season; due to ongoing travel and scheduling constraints, MAC 
personnel provided remote support for line planning and data analysis from shore

• MAC communication with Healy and UCSD/STARC personnel (Emily Shimada, Mary Huey, & Brendon 
Mendenhall) commenced in April 2022 with planning to effectively repeat the 2020 and 2021 QATs off the coast 
of Washington, including:

• calibrations (‘patch tests’) for the EM122 using both position / attitude systems as the primary feeds

• opportunistic testing of swath accuracy, EM hardware health, and RX noise levels over a range of speeds

• The calibration and accuracy test plan was developed with proven calibration sites used for other vessels, 
including during the 2017 and 2020-21 Healy EM122 QATs; detailed reports of the 2014, 2017, 2020, and 2021 
testing are available at https://mac.unols.org/ship/healy/ 

• This report describes the calibration results and implementation in SIS, as well as opportunistic system hardware 
health, swath coverage, and noise testing
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HLY 2022 QAT Planning Overview
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• EM122 calibration and accuracy tests were planned using the 2017-21 Healy QAT lines off Washington
• For more details, see previous reports on the MAC website: https://mac.unols.org/ship/healy/ 
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System Geometry Review
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Overview: Vessel Survey

• No major changes were noted from 2021 ahead of the 2022 QAT

• The granite block remains the origin for all sensor reference frames; Seapath and POS MV output are valid at the 
granite block

• EM122, Seapath, and POS MV configurations are based on vessel surveys performed by IMTEC (2010, 2014) with 
updates based on tape measurements of new antenna positions (2014-17) and yearly calibration adjustments

• Healy and STARC personnel confirmed that no physical modifications have been made to the EM122, Seapath, 
and POS MV installations since the 2021 QAT

• One of the two Seapath antennas (Novatel 713) failed and was replaced on 2022-05-17; during this time, it was 
noticed that the Seapath configuration listed Novatel 702 model antennas (and was updated to Novatel 713)

• Seapath configuration expects the antenna phase center locations; because these offsets were previously 
adjusted to the Novatel 713 model phase centers (according to manufacturer drawings, following antenna 
replacement in 2019; see 2020 QAT report geometry review section), there is no further phase center height 
adjustment expected at present

• A Seapath antenna baseline calibration was performed dockside, resulting in a 1 mm change in baseline length 
and 2 mm height difference; results were applied prior to EM122 patch test

• While this report describes the most recent calibration results, the 2017-21 QAT reports should be referenced 
for more details of the system geometry review (e.g., ship reference frame and survey documentation, sources 
for antenna offsets, etc.)



EM122 Configuration
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Installation Parameters - Locations

The EM122 configuration is based on earlier system 
geometry reviews through the 2017 QAT

Screenshot at left shows the linear offsets of the EM122 
transducers as configured through the 2022 calibration

Position and attitude offsets are zero in SIS as the 
Seapath and POS MV feeds are considered valid at the 
granite block (origin)



Seapath 330+ Configuration
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Lever Arms and Angles

The Seapath configuration is based on earlier system geometry reviews through 2017; see the 2020 QAT report 
for notes on the NovaTel 713-GGG-N antennas installed on June 19, 2019 and associated phase center shift

A Seapath antenna baseline calibration was run on May 17, 2022, showing a 0 mm change in X, -1 mm change in 
Y (major axis), and -2 mm (upward) change in Z (i.e., height difference from primary to secondary)

Screenshots below show GNSS and MRU offsets as configured through the 2022 calibration



POS MV 320 Configuration
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Lever Arms and Angles

No changes were made to the POS MV configuration 
since the 2021 QAT

See the 2021 QAT report for details of antenna offset 
adjustments (still valid) applied prior to calibration

The screenshot at left shows GNSS antenna and IMU 
lever arms and mounting angles as configured through 
the 2022 calibration; these values were used during 
calibration and should be maintained unless additional 
documentation is presented



EM122 Calibration Site Selection and Data Collection

1. Calibration plans were based on sites developed/used successfully for other vessels (incl. Healy in 2020)

Area Line Pts Longitude Latitude

EM122 
Patch Test

EM122_Pitch
A -126.41839 48.07282
B -126.45146 48.05735

EM122_Roll
C -126.56104 48.04418
D -126.61008 48.04388

EM122_Heading1
E -126.46382 48.06913
F -126.43074 48.08460

EM122_Heading2
G -126.43912 48.04556
H -126.40605 48.06103



EM122 Calibration Site Selection and Data Collection

2. Because there were no known changes from the 2021 post-QAT configuration, and patch test data could not be 
processed immediately on shore (due to data transfer speeds),the 2022 patch test was treated as a post-dry 
dock verification of the 2021 results with two separate complete runs through the patch test line plan: first 
using the Seapath as the primary feed, then with the POS MV as the primary feed

3. Sound speed profiles were acquired, processed in Sound Speed Manager, and applied in SIS during calibration

4. EM122 .all files were reduced using the MAC ‘file trimmer’ app to remove 100-Hz attitude velocity datagrams 
and sent (with detailed acquisition logs and screenshots) by Emily Shimada to the MAC using Google Drive

5. The MAC appreciates the level of data organization, which was extremely helpful for shoreside support

6. EM122 calibration results were small for both the Seapath and POS MV (see calibration slides), in agreement 
with on-board processing by Shimada et al.

7. Results suggest correct configuration with accurate transducer, MRU, and IMU offsets; there are no appreciable 
differences between the Seapath and POS MV in terms of confidence in patch test results

8. SIS Attitude 1 (POS MV, secondary) and Attitude 2 (Seapath, primary) installation angles were updated by Huey 
on May 25, 2022 according to calibration results



EM122 Calibration
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Pre-Calibration Configuration

1. All Attitude 1 angular offsets were left unchanged in 
SIS Installation Parameters prior to data collection

2. Calibration data were edited and examined on shore 
with processing and patch test tools in QPS Qimera; 
small and large subsets of cleaned data were 
scrutinized visually and using the ‘Autosolver’ to 
confirm minimum RMS differences between lines

3. During analysis on shore, results from each test 
were applied in the Qimera vessel configuration for 
each system prior to subsequent tests, then 
reviewed in an iterative process to minimize the 
effects of coupling between offsets; this was 
repeated until no appreciable biases remained

4. Results were updated in the SIS Installation 
Parameters for Attitude 1 after each complete 
calibration dataset was collected and assessed

5. No latency test was performed, as a small 
positioning latency would not be evident in deep 
water and no latency-related artifacts were noted

PRE-CALIBRATION (EM122)

POS MV
Seapath



EM122 Calibration
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Qimera Calibration Configuration

1. Because Seapath and POS MV data were both logged in the .all files, extra care was taken in Qimera to ensure 
only the system of interest was prioritized for navigation and all other navigation options were disabled when 
processing the respective datasets

2. Screenshots below show the Qimera processing parameters used for Seapath (left) and POS MV (right) 
calibration processing; as the Seapath was installed after the POS MV, its communications setup and 
associated numbering in SIS (and .all files and processing, e.g., ‘Motion 2’) follow the POS MV (‘Motion 1’)

Seapath prioritized; POS MV disabled POS MV prioritized; Seapath disabled



EM122 Calibration
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Pitch verification lines shown at left 
in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 2 initial setting: +0.14°

2. Calibration adjustment: +0.00°

3. Final pitch offset: +0.14° in SIS

Results: Pitch (Seapath, Att. 2)



EM122 Calibration
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Roll verification lines shown at left 
in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 2 initial setting: -0.01°

2. Calibration adjustment: +0.01°

3. Final roll offset: 0.00° in SIS

As in past calibrations, visual scrutiny and 
Autosolver results using large and small subsets 
yielded slightly different results for the calibration 
and verification datasets

In this example, all Seapath roll test data are used 
to increase the sample count in the RMS error 
calculations and reflect the best fit on a broader 
‘survey’ scale; the RMS error curve shows a 
minimum with a +0.01° adjustment to 0.00°

Results: Roll (Seapath, Att. 2)



EM122 Calibration
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Heading calibration lines shown at 
left in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 2 initial setting: +0.10°

2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°

3. Final hdg. offset: +0.10° in SIS

Slight depth and slope differences are noted 
between the two heading lines; the cause is 
not clear at present, but may be due in part 
to refraction issues not fully corrected by the 
available profiles

Results: Heading (Seapath, Att. 2)



EM122 Calibration
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Pitch verification lines shown at left 
in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: +0.28°

2. Calibration adjustment: +0.00°

3. Final pitch offset: +0.28° in SIS

Results: Pitch (POS MV, Att. 1)



EM122 Calibration
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Roll verification lines shown at left 
in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: -0.22°

2. Calibration adjustment: 0.00°

3. Final roll offset: -0.22° in SIS

Results: Roll (POS MV, Att. 1)



EM122 Calibration
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Heading calibration lines shown at 
left in the Qimera Patch Test Tool

1. Attitude 1 initial setting: +0.29°

2. Calibration adjustment: +0.00°

3. Final hdg. offset: +0.29° in SIS

Results: Heading (POS MV, Att. 1)



Seapath

EM122 Calibration
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Post-Calibration Configuration

1. The Attitude 1 and 2 adjustments made during the 
2022 EM122 calibration are generally small and in 
line with the typical range of results; these results 
suggest a high-quality vessel offset survey, 
consistent integration, and no significant changes 
across the EM122, Seapath, and POS MV 
installations since 2017 and the last QAT in 2021

2. The Installation Parameters: Angular Offsets shown 
at left should be maintained until any modification is 
made to the EM122, Seapath, or POS MV, or 
another calibration becomes necessary for other 
reasons

POST-CALIBRATION (EM122)

POS MV
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Transducer Health Overview

1. Built-In Self-Test (BIST) routines have been run for the EM122 periodically since 2012 to assess system 
functionality during each operating season and 

2. BISTs provide impedance measurements of the transmitter array, receiver array, and receiver

3. These test results may be used as proxies for the health of transducer elements and receiver electronics

4. Routine RX and TX Channel BISTs may aid early detection of element degradation; this is important to monitor, 
as these arrays have been observed to degrade with time

5. It is important to note that the BIST impedance measurements include the effects of cables and do not 
provide a full or exact characterization of transducer element properties as a function of frequency

6. A large batch of BIST files collected since 2012 was provided to the MAC; all relevant files (collected under 
non-troubleshooting circumstances) are plotted here to provide an overview of TX Channels and RX Channels 
BIST results through time

7. Note the EM122 RX Channels data include receiver impedance but not transducer impedance (resulting in 
blank plots for some configurations)

8. Planning for replacement of the EM122 has commenced, based on the current service life exceeding the typical 
expected service life for these systems, reduced availability of replacement components (end of factory 
maintenance support), and other more detailed hardware health testing conducted by STARC and Kongsberg



EM122 Transducer Health
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TX Channels (2021 Reference)

1. No TX Channels BISTs were 
collected during HLY2022TA; 
recent TX Channels data are 
presented for reference

2. TX Channels BIST data from 
2016 and 2017 shown here 
were included in all BIST data 
available as of July 2020 (see 
2020-21 QAT reports)

3. A TX Channels BISTs was 
collected in 2021 (3700 m 
water depth, after HLY21TA) 
off Seward, AK, prior to the 
Northwest Passage Transit

4. The tests indicate a slight 
increase since 2016 across all 
channels, with one additional 
failed element in 2021

2016 2017



EM122 Transducer Health
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TX Channels (2021 Reference)

2016 2017 2021



EM122 Transducer Health
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RX Channels and Receiver

1. EM122 RX Channels BIST were collected throughout 
HLY22TA (last test, left)

2. The color scale on each plot is based on the 
acceptable impedance range to pass a BIST, as 
defined by Kongsberg

3. For this EM122 BIST format, the text file does not 
include transducer element impedance data; this 
should be tested with direct measurements (e.g., 
Cypher tool) as the array elements may degrade 
without impacting receiver impedance results

4. EM122 RX Channels data collected since 2012 are 
plotted on the next slide, showing relatively stable 
results for the receiver; as with this most recent test, 
transducer (proxy) impedance was not included

5. As noted elsewhere, replacement planning is 
underway for the EM122 based on age and direct 
impedance measurements

2022



2022

EM122 Transducer Health
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RX Channels and Receiver

2012-2022



RX Noise BIST Assessment Noise Level vs. Speed

1. Major limitations of multibeam performance can stem from elevated noise levels due to hull design, 
engines and other machinery, sea state, biofouling, electrical interference, etc.

2. To characterize the vessel’s noise environment as perceived by the EM122, a series of RX Noise Level 
Built-In Self-Tests (BISTs) were recorded at various speeds over a range of 0-12 kts and 0-135 RPM in 
three test periods (2013, 2017, 2021, and 2022)

3. The following slide presents the three most recent sets of speed-noise test data available as of HLY22TA

4. As noted in the 2021 QAT report, speed-noise testing during HLY21TA suggested that the starboard motor 
replacement did not elevate background noise levels significantly above historic high levels; for instance, 
the 2021 results generally fall between the 2013 and 2017 values

5. The 2022 RX noise test data were collected over a reduced range of speeds (0-10 kts, versus 0-12 kts in 
previous data sets); interestingly, there is a clear reduction in perceived noise levels over 0-10 kts

6. At all speeds, high noise levels on the edges of the array (top and bottom edges of image) may indicate 
localized impacts of flow noise at the ice window edges and machinery noise arriving through the hull

7. Vertical stripes are likely caused by swell impacting the hull during the RX noise test cycle; these illustrate 
the broadband noise perceived due to sea state but do not represent typical machinery or flow noise

8. Plots are presented with the ‘standard’ color scale for comparison with other vessel noise plots as well as 
an ‘extended’ color scale to more clearly show recent noise trends at the upper end of the Healy’s range
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RX Noise BIST Assessment EM122 Noise Level vs. Speed
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2017 2021 2022

Standard color scales (30-70 dB) for comparison with other vessel plots



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Overview

1. Swath behavior and accuracy of a multibeam 
system under ‘normal’ survey conditions can be 
assessed by examining soundings collected during 
single-pass survey lines over a trusted bathymetric 
surface (a reference surface)

2. Reference surfaces typically cover flat or gently 
sloping terrain that has been carefully and densely 
surveyed, providing a large sample count and high 
degree of confidence in the depth of each grid cell

3. Accuracy assessments provide baselines for survey 
modes of interest and can help to reveal changes 
to the system (e.g., reduced accuracy due to low 
transmit power from a degraded array) as well as 
impacts of the survey environment (e.g., effects of 
noise on the distribution of soundings and 
achievable swath width)

2400 m EM122 reference surface and HLY22TA crossline



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Overview

4. With routine assessments, accuracy testing can 
provides a critical window into performance over 
the system’s service life and may help to identify 
early signs of component failure

5. EM122 crosslines were collected during HLY22TA 
over an 2400 m EM122 reference surface surveyed 
by R/V Sally Ride in 2016 (see 2021 QAT report for 
additional testing)

6. Due to scheduling and forecast constraints, only 
one crossline mode was tested; two passes were 
made on opposite headings to increase sample 
count and account for heading-related issues (e.g., 
bubble sweep)

7. The selected crossline mode represents the typical 
configuration for this depth (left)

Crossline
Setting

Ping
Mode

Swath
Mode1

Pulse
Form

Yaw
Stab.2

Pen.
Filter

Crossline 
Count

1 Deep Dual Mix RMH Off 2

1Dynamic for all dual swath modes 2RMH = Relative Mean Heading

2400 m EM122 reference surface and HLY21TA crossline



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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1. Crosslines were oriented to maximize coverage 
across the reference surface; these lines were 
oriented orthogonal to the reference surface survey 
lines in order to reduce any potential coupling of 
echosounder biases across the swath

2. Sound speed profiles were collected throughout the 
crosslines and applied during data collection and 
processing (nearest in time scheduling)

3. The reference surface was processed with the CUBE 
algorithm in QPS Qimera at 75 m resolution, then 
filtered by slope, sounding density, and uncertainty 
in the NOAA/MAC accuracy plotter app

Testing Procedure



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Testing Procedure

4. No tide data was applied to the reference surface or 
crosslines, as the expected amplitudes (<1 m) are 
insignificant as a portion of water depth and 
vertical distribution of the Healy EM122 soundings

5. Only reference surface cells meeting the slope, 
density, and uncertainty criteria were used for 
analyses of crossline data

Reference Surfaces 2400 m

Nominal depth (m) 2400

Grid size (m) 75

Min. soundings/cell 20

Max. slope (deg) 3

Max. uncertainty (m) 10

Crossline max. diff. (m) 100



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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Testing Procedure

6. Examples of the reference surface filter results and 
the final grid used for comparison are shown at left 
on this and preceding slides

7. Crossline soundings (e.g., gray points at left; track 
line in black) were filtered to remove outliers based 
on distance from the reference grid, excluding 
soundings that are not representative of the normal 
swath behavior and would be readily flagged during 
routine processing; other systemic behavior of the 
echosounder was not edited or impacted

8. Sounding depths were compared to reference grid 
depths (interpolated onto the sounding horizontal 
position); mean depth bias and depth bias standard 
deviations as a percentage of water depth were 
then computed in 1° angular bins across the swath 
for each configuration (shown in following slides)



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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1. As in 2021, the 2022 EM122 crossline results 
generally show biases (‘deeper’) than the Sally Ride 
reference surface, coupled with refraction 
(‘frowning’) artifacts that appear to more seriously 
affect the outer sectors

2. Roll biases are apparent in some cases, possibly due 
to a combination of the roll calibration result (e.g., 
the Seapath adjustment of +0.01° is not applied in 
the raw crossline data) and unresolved refraction

3. The trends in standard deviations exceed the ranges 
typically seen with other EM122 systems, even after 
excluding soundings based on a depth-appropriate 
distance from the reference surface (e.g., soundings 
more than 100 m from the reference surface that 
would be readily flagged during routine processing)

4. It is expected that high noise levels, bubble sweep, 
and degrading array condition all contribute to these 
large distributions of soundingsExample of swath accuracy as a percentage of water depth

Results for each setting are presented in the following slides

Results Overview



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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2400 m:  Deep/Dual/Mix/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 1: file 65

2022-05-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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2400 m:  Deep/Dual/Mix/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Pass 2: files 67

2022-05-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface



EM122 Accuracy Testing
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2400 m:  Deep/Dual/Mix/RMH

Red: Mean Depth Diff.   Blue: Depth Diff. Std. Dev.

Passes 1-2: files 65, 67

2022-05-22

Filtered to remove soundings 
>100 m from ref. surface
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